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Summary 

This thesis contains experimental and theoretica! investigation about the instahilities of 
a swirling jet, the flow field of one of the burners used in ABB gasturbines. Instahilities 
are important because of improved mixing and excitation of acoustic oscillations. Exper
imental investigations are done with LIF and LDA technique. LIF is used to visualize 
the instahilities and the structures in the flow. LDA is used for quantitative measure
ments of the velocity, (average, RMS and fluctuations), in the flow. All the measurements 
are performed in water flows, therefore only hydrodynamic instahilities are considered. 
Theoretica! investigations are done with linear stability theory. 

The use of the LDA and LIF technique tagether are found to be a very useful and 
good combination for studying instahilities in flows. The LIF measurements show vortex 
shedding for forced and unforced flow. For the unforced flow the mode of instability is 
observed to be a helical mode. The LDA measurements of the unforced flow show the 
position and development of the shear layers in the flow. The speetral analysis of the LDA 
data of the unforced flow results in an instability with a Strouhal number of 1.3, which 
corresponds to a helical instability mode. The performed measurements of the unforced 
burner flow all point at a helical instability in the flow field, where measurements with 
cambustion also shows axisymmetric modes. Therefore the axisymmetric mode might be 
due to cambustion effects. 

The calculations of the linear stability theory are done for spatial and temporal in
stabilities, where the calculations of the temporal instability are easier to perform. The 
calculations show good agreement with value from literature. The analytica! calculation 
results in an temporal growth rate that is linear dependent of the velocity difference of the 
two shear layers. The numerical calcution shows that bath increasing shear layer thickness 
and increasing viscosity have a stahelizing effect on the flow. Swirl can have a stahelizing 
or a destabelizing effect. The calculations with the measured profile results in a most 
unstable helical mode. 

The most important result of the investigation is that the measured and calculated 
instahilities are helical instabilities. For future work it is interesting to investigate also 
axisymmetric instahilities because these are seen as one of the causes of acoustic oscilla
tions. 
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Chapter 1 

Intrad netion 

Since long, instahilities and coherent structures are an important subject in the research 
of fluid mechanics. And in today's technology fluid mechanics and flow instahilities play 
a major role. The reason for this is that instahilities can influence all kind of processes in 
different ways. For example instahilities can be useful in cambustion processes because of 
the improved mixing between fuel and air. This better mixing leads to a better cambustion 
process and therefore to less emission of pollutants. A negative effect of instahilities in 
cambustion processes is the excitation of acoustic oscillations. These acoustic oscillations 
can cause noise production and damage the cambustion chamber. Bothof these facts are 
important subjects for the research field of the flow in gas turbine technology. 

Figure 1.1: ABB GTB gas turbine 

ABB is a global company that deals with power generation and power distribution. 
One of the products of ABB is gas turbines for power generation. An example of a gas 
turbine built by ABB is given in figure 1.1. 

ABB Corporate Research Center is one of the divisions of ABB that deals with research 
of gas turbines. The thermodynamics and aerodynamics department of ABB Corporate 
Research deals with the investigations of the cambustion processes, heat transfer and the 
aerodynamics of gas turbines. In this research field stability of flow plays an important 
role. 

The project described in this report was part of the research performed in this depart-
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1. Introduetion 

ment, and deals with the investigation of the stability, experimental and theoretica!, of 
a part of the flow in a gas turbine. The aim of this project is to study instahilities and 
coherent structures in the flow field of a burner used in ABB gas turbines. An important 
feature of the flow field of this burner is that it is a swirling jet. Another important feature 
of the flow is the so called breakdown bubble at the centerline of the burner. In this break
down bubble back flow is observed, the most important feature of this breakdown bubble 
is that it stabilize the flame of the burner. Figure 1.2 illustrates a schematic drawing of 
the burner with the flow. 

The project is divided in two parts, measurements and theory. For the measurements 
two different techniques are used, namely Laser Induced Fluorescence {LIF) and Laser 
Doppier Anemometry (LDA) . LIF will be used to visual the flow. The LDA technique will 
be used to do quantitative measurements of the average velocity and the velocity changes 
in the flow. The theory used to study instahilities is the linear stability theory. 

Gaseaus -.:· 1~==----~~~~~~l Fuel 

Atomlzation 
(Swirl Nozzle) Gas lnjeetlon 

Holes -. .. __ .. ~" 
Flame 
Front 

Figure 1.2: Schematic drawing of the burner withits flow 

This report is organized as follows. Chapter 2 is a general introduetion to flow insta
hilities and coherent structures. In chapter 3 the measurement setup is described. Chap
ter 4 and 5 contains respectively the Laser Induced Fluorescence and the Laser Doppier 
Anemometry measurement techniques respectively and its results. Chapter 6 contains the 
theoretica! investigation of the instability using the linear stability theory. This chapter in
cludes both analytica! and numerical calculations. Chapter 7 contains the most important 
conclusions and suggestions for future investigation. 

This thesis is written to obtain the Master of Science degree at the department of 
Applied Physics at Einhoven University of Technology. 
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Chapter 2 

Instability of ftows and coherent 
structures 

2.1 Introduetion 

For more than hundred years, stability of flows has been one of the main problems of fluid 
mechanics. In 1858 Leconte observed the fikkering of a gas light in response to music. 
Lord Rayleigh investigated in 1879 theoretically a simple model of a circular jet and found 
instahilities for axisymmetric disturbance. Nowadays, stability of a flow, for example a jet, 
is very important because of the use in all different kind of applications, as for example 
gas turbines. This chapter will give a short introduetion about instability of flows. 

2.2 Instahilities in fl.ows 

Before studying instahilities it is important to formulate a definition of flow instabilities. 
To determine a flow as stabie or unstable, a very small perturbation is added to the flow. 
If this perturbation damps out, the flow is considered to he stable. If a perturbation is 
maintained in the flow with the same magnitude, the flow is considered neutrally stable. 
If the perturbation is growing, the flow is said to be unstable. 

In a flow it is possible to distinguish local and global instabilities. To do so, it is 
essential to assume that streamwise variations of the mean flow are slow over a typical 
instability wavelength. The term local refers to the instability of the local velocity profile, 
a global instability refers to an instability of the entire flow. 

Local instahilities can he divided in absolute and convective instabilities. If a certain 
perturbation spreads upstream and downstream, the flow is considered to he locally abso
lute unstable. If the perturbation is swept away from the souree in downstream direction 
the flow is said to he locally convectively unstable. Figure 2.1 illustrates the definitions of 
absolute and convective instabilities. 

One well known instability is the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. This instability is an 
instability in the shear layer of a flow field with two different layers, where the two layers 
can have different density. The flow profile of such a flow is given in figure 2.2. 

A small perturbation added to this flow will cause a destabilizing effect in the shear 
layer. This effect can be easily shown with a horizontal glass that contains two liquids 
with slightly different densities. If the glass is now tilting a little bit, this will create a 
flow field as shown in figure 2.3. 

The mechanism that makes a perturbation grow in the shear layer is the transport 
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2. Instability of Hows and coherent structures 
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Figure 2.1: Absolute (1) and convective (2) local instahilities 
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Figure 2.2: Discontinuous shear across a density interface 

Figure 2.3: An example of an Kelvin Helmholtz instability 



2.3. Conditions for instability 

of vorticity. Figure 2.4 illustrates this process. Vorticity is moved towards point A and 
moved away from point C. The distribution of vorticity makes the shear layer move in the 
direction of the arrows, which means that the instability is growing and that vortex roll 
up can be observed in the shear layer. A complete description of the Kelvin Helmholtz 
instability is formulated for example in Kundu [1] and Batchelor [24]. 

u 
---> 

-U 

Figure 2.4: Mechanism of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilty, vorticity transport in the shear 
layer 

There are several different mechanisms which can cause instability. Instability can 
occur because there is some perturbation of the equilibrium of the external forces, inertia 
and viscous stress of a fluid. External forces that can cause instability are for example 
buoyance in a fluid of variabie density, surface tension and Coriolis farces. The absence of 
any external forces or viscosity williet a fluid move according to the equilibrium between 
its inertia and internal stresses of pressure. A small perturbation could destray this equi
librium. One effect of viscosity in a fluid is to dissipate the energy of any disturbance, and 
will therefore stabilize the flow. Another, more complicated effect of viscosity, is the dif
fusion of momenturn which can destabilize a flow. Thermal conductivity has some similar 
effects to these of viscosity. 

2.3 Conditions for instability 

Various criteria for instahilities have been proposed in literature. Some of these criteria 
will be given in this paragraph. 

The first to formulate a theoremabout instability was Rayleigh in 1880. His formula
tion, for a parallel flow U(y), states that: 

"A necessary condition for instability is that the basic velocity profile should 
have an inflection point." 

This means that the velocity U in x-direction should have a point where the secend 
derivative is zero (U" = d2Ujdy2 = 0). About seventy years later, Fjortoft discovered 
a strenger necessary condition for instahilities of parallel inviscid flows. His theorem is 
defined as follows: 

"A necessary condition for instability of inviscid parallel flow is that U" (U
U1) < 0 somewhere in the flow, where U1 is the value of U at the point of 
inflection." 
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2. Instability of flows and coherent structures 
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Figure 2.5: Examples of parallel flows 

In figure 2.5 are some examples plotted of parallel flows. An I in this figure denotes 
an inflection point. This will say that the flows given in picture 4, 5 and 6 are possibly 
unstable according to Rayleighs theorem. According to Fjortoft on the other hand only 
the flow 5 and 6 are possibly inviscid unstable. 

In 1962 Howard and Gupta, [21], stuclied swirling flows with axial components. Their 
formulation, given in cylindrical coordinates (r, 8, z), of a necessary but not suflident 
condition for axisymmetric instability is: 

<PR 1 
(dW/dr)2 > 4' (2.1) 

where W is the axial velocity and <P R is called the Rayleigh discriminant, which is formu
lated as: 

1 d 2 
ci>R = 3-d (rV) , 

r r 
(2.2) 

with V the azimuthal velocity. One of the important results of this criterium is that the 
increase of swirl will stabilise the flow. 

2.4 Coherent structures 

In literature many different definitions of coherent structures can be found. Two of them 
will be given here. The definition Hussain [22] formulated in 1983 is as follows: 
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2.4. Coherent structures 

Figure 2.6: Karman vortex street, downstreamof a circular cylinder, high Reynolds num
bers. 

an organised component of the vorticity which is phase correlated (i.e., coher
ent) over the extent of the structure. 

Fiedler (23] gives five criteria to define coherent structures. This criteria are given by: 

• Typically of composite scales, their largest comparable to the lateral flow dimension. 

• They appear to be flow-specific in shape and composition, i.e. indirectly related to 
boundary conditions. 

• They are, and this is their very essence, as a pattem recurrent, having a life-span 
typically at least the average passage time of a structure. 

• They exhibit a high degree of organisation in their structure as well as in their 
dynamics. Their appearance on the other hand is at best quasi-periadie (typically 
stochastically intermittent. 

• They show strong similarities with conesponding structures of the laminar-turbulent 
transit ion. 

Structures in flow can be observed in laminar and turbulent flow. In laminar flow 
vortex role up in a shear layer, Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, is one example of structures. 
A well known structure visualized in turbulent flow is the V on Karman vortex street, figure 
2.6 (26] . The formation of structures can be the effect of instability. 

Also in jets structures are observed. An example of a jet with structures is given in 
figure 2. 7 taken from Van Dyke [26] . This is a visualization of an axisymmetric jet with an 
axisymmetric disturbance. In this figure can beseen that, in the shear layer of the flow, 
axisymmetric oscillations roll up into vortex ring. Further downstream the flow abruptly 
becomes turbulent. 

As a part of this project, flow visualisations are performed to visualize the coherent 
structures in the flow. The result of this are discussed in chapter 4. 
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2. Instability of flows and coherent structures 

Figure 2.7: Instability of an axisymmetric jet, Reynolds number 10000. 
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Chapter 3 

Measurement facility 

3.1 Introduetion 

All the tests during this project are performed in the water laboratory at ABB Corporate 
Research. In this Iabaratory measurements are performed with water flows. 

The water channel is one of many test facilities at ABB Corporate Research. The 
reason for ABB to build the water channel is that the measurements performed in the 
water lab can be a good representation of the actual flow through the burner of the gas 
turbines, even though full similarity conditions may not be achieved. The test are easier 
to perfarm and cheaper than tests with combustion, under real burner conditions. A 
disadvantage of the water channel is that it is not possible to investigate combustion, and 
that the considered flow has a uniform density, it is incompressible. The latter mean that 
the investigations of instahilities represent purely hydrodynamic instabilities, and that it 
is not possible, for example, to investigate acoustic resonance's. 

3.2 The water channel 

The water channel is a vertical column in which different burners can be placed. The 
wall of the column are made of glass and transparent perspex, this gives the possibility to 
visualize the flow. Figure 3.1 is a schematic drawing of the water channel. 

The following elements are important: 

• Water tank: The water tank is a reservoir with a volume of 5m3. The water level in 
this tank is held a certain height to maintain a constant water pressure. 

• Pump 1: This pump, a centrifugal pump, is used to pump water from the tank to 
the water channel. The pump is frequency controlled and can deal with a large range 
of flow rates. During the experiments flow rates up to 15 1/s are used. A flow meter 
in the tube between the pump and the water channel measures the flow rate. 

• Pump 2: This pump, also a centrifugal pump, is used to pump water from the 
tank into the pilot fuel injection or premix fuel holes of the burner. For some of 
the measurements this pump is connected to a tank with a fluorenscent liquid, dye. 
This is used for the flow visualization. A flow meter will measure the flow rate. 

• Flow Straighteners: Flow straigheners are mounted in the bottorn of the water 
channel. The flow straighteners consist of three grids that make sure that the flow 
is parallel and that possible disturbances are smoothed out. 

11 



3. Measurement facility 
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Figure 3.1: The water channel 

• Water channel: The water channel is a square column with walls made out of either 
glass or perspex. The size of the water channel is approximately 40cm by 40cm in 
cross section and lm in height. 

• Burner model: In the water channel it is possible to place different burner models. 
The burner is mounted in a plate that farces the entire flow through the burner 
model. 

• Outlet: The outlet on the top of the water channel is an overflow system. This 
means that the water at the top is nat a free surface, but touches a glass plate. This 
glass plate at the top makes it possible to perfarm flow visualizations from the top 
of the water channel. 

Some of the flow visualizations are performed with a pulsating flow. The total flow 
rate consist of two parts, a steady flow from pump 1 and a pulsating, frequency dependent, 
flow through pump 2. The pulsating flow is controlled by means of electrical controlled 
valves mounted in parallel. Two valves are needed to obtain suftkient flow rate. 

3.3 Burner model 

A schematic drawing of the burner model that is used for the investigations is given in 
figure 3.2, also see figure 1.2 in chapter 1. From this figure it can heseen that the burner 
is build up out of two half cones which are shifted normal to the axis to obtain slits over 
the whole length. The inner side of the slits contains a row of small injection holes for 
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Figure 3.2: Double cone burner model 

3.3. Burner model 

premix fuel injection. The other possible fuel injection is the pilot injection. This pilot 
injection is placed at the tip of the cone forming the burner. The incoming air flow for 
the cambustion is along the slits. The geometry of the burner will induce a swirling flow. 
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Chapter 4 

LIF ~easurenaents 

4.1 Introduetion 

One of the measurement techniques used for this project is Laser Induced Fluorescence, 
LIF. LIF is a technique often used for flow visualisations and the investigation of mixing in 
flows. The technique is based on adding fluorescencent material to the flow and visualize 
this flow with a laser sheet. 

4.2 Principles of LIF 

Laser Induced Fluorescence is a technique basedon the fact that certain kinds of molecules 
will fluorescence when excited with light of certain wavelengths. The amount of light that 
is emitted by the molecules is proportional to the concentratien of the fluorescent dye 
and the laser intensity. Pictures taken of the flow can therefore give information about 
concentrations in the flow and possible coherent structures in the flow field. 

This is a technique that is often used for flow visualizations in water measurements. 
The dye contains fluorescein disodium and an argon laser is used to excite these molecules. 
The laser beam will be focussed into a sheet to visualize a plane cross section of the flow. 
During this project the technique is used for qualitative measurements to visualize the 
coherent structures in the flow. 

4.3 Measurement setup 

The LIF measurements are carried out in the water channel, as described by chapter 3. 
For the measurements two different positions of the camera are used. In the first case the 
laser sheet is parallel to centerline of the burner. The camera is placed at one of the sides 
of the water channel so downstream moving structures can be visualized, the movements 
in axial and radial direction are observed. For the secoud setup the laser sheet is parallel 
to the burner exit plane, the camera is now placed on top of the water channel. In this 
setup the movements in radial and azimuthal direction will be visualized. 

With the different camera positions, pictures of different areas of the flow are taken, 
figure 4.1 illustrates the areas. 
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4. LIF Measurements 
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Figure 4.1: Different area of the flow used for the LIF measurements 

4.4 Results 

During this project two different types of flows are used for the visualization experiments. 
In the first case a pulsation with a well defined frequency is added to the main flow. In 
this case the response of the flow on the perturbation is investigated. In the second case 
an unforced flow, with constant flow ra te, is used to investigate the natural instahili ties. 

For the different measurements a non-dimensional frequency of Strouhal number, St, 
is given, which is defined by: 

JD 
St= W' (4.1) 

in w hich f (Hz) is the frequency of the pulsation for the forced flow and the frequency of 
the instability measured with LDA see 5 for the unforced flow, D(m) is the diameter of 
the burner and W(mls) is the average velocity through the burner. The average velocity 
is given by: 

4Q 
W = 7rD2' (4.2} 

where Q(m3 Is) is the flow rate through the burner. The other important parameter to 
describe the flow is the Reynolds number, Re, which is defined by: 

Re= WD' 
l/ 

where v( m2 Is) is the kinematic viscosity. 

(4.3} 

The pulsation of the flow is obtained by means of electrically controlled valves as 
discussed before in section 3.2. For these measurements the camera was triggered with 
the same frequency. For all the measurements a series of 32 phase locked pictures were 
taken. To visualize the frequency dependent coherent structures in this flow the pictures 
were added and averaged. The pictures are taken at different phases of the perturbation 
time period. Figure 4.2 gives the results of one of the measurements, the area of this 
picture is denoted with area 1 in figure 4.1. The Strouhal number for this measurement 
was approximately 10. 

These pictures show the shear layers at one side of the burner, the axis of the burner 
is toward the right side of the pictures. The edge of the burner is approximately at the 
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4.4. Results 
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Figure 4.2: Lif measurements of the forced flow, St ~ 10, Re ~ 14 · 103 
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4. LIF Measurements 

middle of the picture. The laser sheet is placed at an angle of 90 degrees with the slits 
of the burner, parallel to the axis. The first row of pictures are the average pictures, 
the second row shows individual pictures that have been used for the average picture. 
In these pictures it can be seen that at every cycle a vortex is created at the exit of the 
burner. This can be seen best in the single picture. In the average pictures some structures 
can be seen, but this is not very clear. The velocity of this vortex can be calculated by 
measuring the distance that it moves during one pulsation period, and the time of one 
period. This calculated velocity is of same order of magnitude as the average velocity of 
the flow calculated with formula 4.2. A interesting result of the last picture of the second 
row, (j), is that two vortices can be seen, one in the outer shear layer and one in the inner 
shear layer (shear layer position, see 5, this picture is located at the bottorn of the picture 
approximately at one third of the right side of the picture. The vortex, located at the 
outer shear layer, is larger than the vortex located at the inner shear layer. The structure 
of the inner shear layer is unfortunately not visible in the other individual pictures. 

The LDA measurements are all clone with an unforced flow, therefore it is also in
teresting to look at visualizations of the unforced flow. In this case it is more diflicult 
to trigger the camera, therefore most pictures given are individual pictures of the flow 
without averaging. For some cases an average of 5 pictures was taken, the frequency used 
for trigger input of the camera was obtained by trial and error. Some of the picturestaken 
are shown in the figures 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. The pictures 4.3 are taken from the side of water 
channel, the area of this pictures is denoted with area 2 in figure 4.1. The pictures 4.4 
and 4.5 are taken from the top of the water channel. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4.3: Side picturesof the unforced flow, St~ 1.3, Re~ 7.2 · 104 

Unfortunately the quality of these pictures is not very good. The edge of the burner 
is located at approximately one third of the left side of the picture, the burner center is 
located around one third of the right side of the picture, see figure 4.1. In this pictures 
the shedding of a structure of the edge from the burner can be seen that is rnaving in 
downstream direct ion. During the measurements vortex shedding of the edge of the burner 
was observed. A higher concentration of dye can be seen downstream of the burner axis. 
This dye is located at the so called breakdown bubble of the flow, see picture 1.2 in chapter 
1. To study whether the mode of the instability of this structure is an axisymmetric mode 
or a helical mode a series of pictures are taken from the top of the water channel . Two 
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4.4. Results 

Figure 4.4: Top picture averaged of the unforced flow, St ~ 1.3, Re ~ 7.2 · 104 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.5: Toppicturesof the unforced flow, St~ 1.3, Re~ 7.2 · 104 
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4. LIF Measurements 

pictures of this series shown in figure 4.5 are taken with a time interval of approximately 
half a phase of the vortex shedding. In this figure can be seen that there is one dark spot 
that makes approximately half a turn, which means the instability in the unforced flow is 
a helical instability. The instability is rnaving in the same direction as the swirl direction 
of the flow. When the Strouhal number, ("" 1.3), of these measurements is compared with 
other measurements performed at ABB this results in approximately the same Strouhal 
number, ("" 1.2), for the helical instability [11 ]. 

4.5 Discussion and conclusions 

The visualizations that are shown in this chapter show an overview of the coherent struc
tures that can he visualized in the fl.:>w. The most important results are that vortex 
shedding at the burner exit can he seen with and without forcing of the flow. For the 
forced measurements the Strouhal number was about 10. For the unforced flow the mode 
that is visualized is also a helical mode. The Strouhal number of this instability is about 
1.3, this is also in agreement with other measurements. For unforced flow, the most clear 
mode is a helical mode implying that this mode of instability is the most unstable mode 
of the flow field. 

Another result of the LIF measurement is the visualization of the so called breakdown 
bubble. Along the axis of the burner, about half the diameter of the burner downstream, 
a larger concentration of dye can he seen. In this region back flow is observed. This will 
also he observed for the LDA-measurements, see chapter 5 

A disadvantage of the LIF measurement technique is that the structures that are 
visualized also depends on the place where the dye is injected. 

Another disadvantage of this technique is that the quality of the pictures obviously 
depends much on the camera that is used. For the measurements clone for this project 
different camera's are used, the main difference is the resolution. The camera used for 
the forced measurements gives the most clear results. For further investigations of the 
visualization of coherent structures it best to use this camera. 

The LIF measurements give an idea about the regionsof the flow that are interesting 
for quantitative measurements using the LDA technique. The regions of interest for further 
investigation are the region close to the burner axis, the shear layer at the edge of the 
burner and the back flow region in the breakdown bubble. The LDA measurements will 
be discussed in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 5 

LDA Measurements 

5.1 Introduetion 

The two most commonly used techniques in research for measuring veloeities in flows are 
Laser Doppier Anemometry (LDA) and hot-wire anemometry. For this project the velocity 
measurements are performed with LDA. The LDA technique measures the velocity at a 
point in the flow by using laser beams. One of the advantages of the LDA technique is 
therefore that the measurement does not influence the flow. The LDA technique can he 
used in a flow of unknown direction and can give accurate measurements in unsteady and 
turbulent flgws where the velocity is fluctuating in time. The disadvantage of the LDA 
technique is that it needs a transparent flow and that it is not always able to measure 
continuous velocity signals. LDA can be used in air and water flows, where in water the 
velocity signal can be continuous. For this project the technique was used for water flow 
measurements. In this chapter the LDA technique will be explained and the results of the 
measurements will be discussed. 

5.2 Principles of LDA 

The LDA system is based on measuring the doppier shift of light scattered by a moving 
particle. This effect is illustrated in figure 5.1 When a partiele with a velocity U is 

i: 11 i: i 11: I i I 11111 i I I I!:! I i:: I;::> 

1. 
1 

Figure 5.1: Basic Doppler-Fizeau effect 

illuminated with a laser beam it will scatter the light in all directions. The incoming 
wave has a frequency Jo and a wavelength .X0 , li is the unity vector of the incoming beam. 
The scattered light that is considered is the light along the unity vector 18 • This light 
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5. LDA Measurements 

will have a frequency fs and a wavelength .Às. The doppier shift is fv =Jo- fs· These 
frequencies and the wavelength of the incoming wave are related to the velocity of the 
partiele according to the following formula: 

u 
fv =Jo- is= ..\o (Is -li) (5.1) 

This relation represents the basic principle of doppier anemometry 
Different optical setups are designed for applying the theory in order to perfarm mea

surements. During this project a crossed beam or "fringe" mode is used. This setup is 
also know as the dual beam setup. A illustration of the laser beams for this mode is given 
in tigure 5.2. The velocity of the partiele is now determined by the following formula: 

Figure 5.2: Crossed beam of "fringe" mode 

(5.2) 

This implies that the measured velocity is zero when U .l lil - li2· More information 
about the LDA technique can he found in [28]. The basic contiguration for this LDA 
system contains of the following components: 

• A laser, 

• Transmitting opties, ineluding a beam splitter and a focusing lens, 

• Receiving opties, comprising a focusing lens and a photodetector, 

• A signal conditioner and a signal processor. 

A more advanced system can also inelude a traverse system. Figure 5.3 shows the basic 
components of an LDA system. 

The laser beam is divided into two beams of equal intensity with the aid of a beam 
splitter. After this the beams are focussed using a lens, the sending lens. The velocity 
is measured at the point where the laser beams intersect, this cross section is called the 
measurement volume. The size of this measurement volume depends on the used opties. 

Nowadays most LDA-systems can measure two or three velocity componentsof a par
tiele traveling through the measurement volume. In order to measure the two components 
of the flow in the same probe volume, it is necessary to form two superimposed sets of 
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5.3. Measurement setup 
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Figure 5.3: A single-component lda system 

fringes. This may he obtained by polarization or by color. Two colors, blue and green, 
can he obtained simultaneously from an argon-ion laser. The measurement volume for 
each co lor is positioned at the same physical location but oriented differently ( usually 
perpendicular to each other) to measure two different components of the velocity. The 
signal processing system can discriminate the signals from each color and thereby provide 
the different velocity components. 

The basic contiguration results in the same output for opposite veloeities of the same 
magnitude. In order to distinguish between positive and negative flow direction, frequency 
shift is used. An acousto-optical modulator, the "Bragg-cell", in the transmitting opties 
introduces a fixed frequency difference between the two beams. The resulting output 
frequency is the Doppier frequency plus the frequency shift. 

For measuring the velocity, as mentioned before, it is necessary to add little particles 
(seeding) to the flow. It is important that these particles are small enough for accurately 
following all movements of the flow. For water measurements it is not always necessary 
to add seeding particles to the flow, it is possible that the water itself already contains 
enough particles. During the measurements done for this project it was necessary to add 
seeding. The seeding that is used is titanium oxide. This seeding is used because it will 
accurately follow the flow A few grams of titanium oxide is enough to obtain counting rate 
of the order 0(1 kHz). 

5.3 Measurement setup 

The system used during this project is manufactured by Dantec. The systems is a two 
velocity system and is used to measure the velocity of the burner flow in axial and tangen
tial direction. The components of this system together with its most important features 
will he described. 

• The laser. The laser used in the measurements is a two component argon laser. The 
laser beam for measuring the tangential velocity is green and has a wave length of 
488 nm. For the measurement of the axial velocity the laser beam is blue with a 
wave length of 514.5 nm. Both colors will have the measurement volume at the 
same position in the flow field. The system is used in the back-scattering mode, 
which means that the device with the sending lenses for the laseralso contains the 
photodetector. 
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5. LDA Measurements 

• 'fraverse system. The device with the sending lenses and the photo detector is 
mounted in a traverse system. This traverse system is able to move in three directions 
(x, y, z) and can be controlled by the computer. The accuracy of this system is 
0(0.2mm). The reference position during the measurements is the wallof the water 
channel for the x-position, the exit plane of the burner for the z-position and the 
plane perpendicular to the slots across the burner axis for the y-position. 

• BSA devices. After the photo detector, the information is send to two BSA devices, 
one for each laser signa!. These devices will process the data and produce time series 
of the velocity for both velocity components. 

• Burst software. The burst software will give a further analysis of the data. It will 
calculate the average and the RMS value of the velocity series. It is also able to 
calculate spectra of the time series. The next paragraph will describe the analysis 
that is made during this project. 

5.4 Analysis of LDA-data 

The data obtained by an LDA measurement can be analysed in many different ways. It 
can be used to calculate the average and RMS value of the velocity. Another possibility 
is to apply a Fourier analysis on the data to obtain a spectrum of the time series of the 
velocity. For this project these three calculation methods are used. In this paragraph the 
calculation performed by BSA-burst software will be explained. 

Average velocity. The average velocity, W(mjs), will be calculated with the following 
formula. 

-_'"' wi 
W-L."N· 

N 

(5.3) 

In which Nis the number of measurement points, and Wi(mjs) is one measurement 
point of the velocity series. 

RMS velocity. The calculation given by burst software for the RMS velocity, WRMS, 

is the following formula. 

(5.4) 

Where (j
2 is the variance. With this equations the turbulence level, Tu, can be calcu

lated. The formula for the turbulence level is given by: 

(j 

Tu= = ·100%. w (5.5) 

Spectra of time series For studying possible frequency dependent instahilities the 
spectra of time series of the velocity are calculated. The spectra will be calculated with 
a Fast Fourier Method. The difficulty for applying this method to LDA data is that 
LDA data is not equally spaeed data. The Burst software manual [29] gives the following 
formulas that are used for calculating the spectra. 
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The Fourier transfarm is defined by: 

(5.6) 

where fis the frequency and Rxx(r} is given by: 

11T Rxx(r) = lim T x(t)x(t + r)dr. 
T-+oo 0 

(5.7) 

In this equation x(t) is the measured velocity at time t. In this formula the time series 
of the velocity is assumed to be continuous, however for most LDA-data this is not true. 
Different techniques can be used to obtain continuons data of non equally time spaeed 
data. 

5.5 Results of LDA measurements 

During this project many LDA measurements have been performed. The measurements 
are used for two different purposes. First they are used for measuring the veloeities profiles 
(average and RMS-value), second they are used for Fourier speetral analysis. The most 
important measurements will be discussed. 

The results in this chapter are all given in dimensionless quantities. Two dimensionless 
quantities important for the different measurements are the Strouhal number, St, and the 
Reynolds number, Re, (see also 4.1 and 4.3). These number are given by: 

fD 
St=

W 

WD 
Re=-

v 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

where W(m/s) is the average velocity through the burner, D(m) is the diameter of the 
burner, f(Hz) is the frequency ofthe instability and v(m2/s) is the kinematic viscosity. 

5.5.1 Velocity profile measurements 

To obtain more insight into the structure of the flow field of the burner it is useful to 
measure velocity profiles. During this project, velocity profiles are measured downstream 
of the burner on several locations. The Reynolds number for these measurements was of 
the order of magnitude of 105• 

During the measurements a large series of velocity data is taken for each measurement 
point in the flow field. Using this series the average, W, and root mean square (RMS), 
W RMs, value are calculated. From this data velocity profilescan be plotted. The velocity is 
measured in two directions, in the axial direction and in the azimuthal direction. The axial 
direction is the main direction of the flow, the azimuthal direction will give information 
about the swirl in the flow. Figure 5.4 shows on which positions the velocity profiles are 
taken. 

In figure 5.5 and figure 5.6 the results are plotted for the evolution of the average 
velocity. The profiles are taken at different downstream positions of the burner exit. 
Because of the limitations of the LDA system it is not possible to perform measurements 
closer to the burner exit. The graphs show the normalized velocity, normalized with the 
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5.5. Results of LDA measurements 

average flow through the burner (4.2) as function of the normalised radial coordinate, 
normalized with burner diameter. The zero point of the radial coordinate at the axis of 
the burner, the edge is located at a value of the normalized radial coordinate of 0.5. 

In this figure it is possible to see how the flow evolves in streamwise direction. The 
ratio between the different z-positions and the burner diameter is given in table 5.1. Some 
of the important results from this graphare the position and the width of the shear layer. 
Both inner and outer shear layers are rnaving outwarcis of the center of the flow. The 
displacement of the outer shear layer is larger than of the inner shear layer. For both 
shear layers the width is increasing in the downstream direction. The graphs show that 
the width of the outer shear layer is increasing more than the width of the inner shear 
layer. The profiles for the Z-positions 1, 2 and 3 do not change very much, this means 
that the profile can he considered approximately parallel in this small region of the flow 
field. 

I Z-Position I Z/ D I 
1 0.086 
2 0.109 
3 0.154 
4 0.286 
5 0.571 

Table 5.1: Ratio between Z-positions and burner diameter 

Another important result of the measurements is that the velocity in the center of the 
flow is getting more negative while going downstream. This negative velocity is a result 
of the so called breakdown bubble in the center of the flow, see figure 1.2 in chapter 1. 

For the azimuthal velocity can be mentioned that this flow profile is getting smoother 
in the downstream direction. Very remarkable in this graphs is that, close to burner 
exit (z-positions 2 and 3), the sign of the azimuthal velocity changes, it is positive till 
xf D ~ 0.1, and becomes negative for larger of xf D. This means that the center of the 
flow is swirling in the opposite direction than the rest of the flow field. Around the edge 
of the burner a fast change of the azimuthal velocity can be seen for the measurements 
performed close to the burner exit. This change in velocity can be due to the recirculation 
zone at the sicles of the burner. This measurements also show that the total flow is rnaving 
in outgoing radial direction. 

At most points the flow is unsteady. This makes it also interesting to view the Root 
Mean Square (RMS) velocity profiles. The RMS profiles calculated with the burst software 
of the profiles is the figures 5.5 and 5.6 are given in the figures 5.7 and 5.8. 

A zero RMS value means that the flow is constant in time. In this graphs can be seen 
that the RMS values of the axial velocity show peak values around the positions of the 
shear layer of the flow. The RMS value at the axis of the burner is low, which means 
that the flow here has a low turbulent intensity. With rnaving in downstream position the 
RMS value at the burner axis decreases. This means that the flow in the center is getting 
less turbulent while going in downstream direction. Another result of this measurement 
is the changes of the velocity outside the shear layers. This changes might be due to the 
recirculisation zone. 

Because the burner is not symmetrie, the flow will not be axisymmetric and therefore 
he different at the different cross sections of the burner. To show the changes of the flow at 
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different cross sections the velocity profile of z-position 2 is drawn for three different cross 
section is figure 5.10 for the axial velocity and in figure 5.11 for the azimuthal velocity. 
The positions of the cross sections are given in picture 5.9, where the angle is the angle 
with respect to the slit plane. In this graphs the zero point of the x-axis is again the center 
of the burner. The most important results of this measurements are that the width of 
the jet is getting smaller further away from the slits. This change of dimension is due to 
the symmetry of the burner. The inner shear layer of the axial profile only shows minor 
changes for the different cross sections, and also the azimuthal profile is approximately 
constant for the inner shear layer. This means that the flow in the center of the burner 
is more or less axisymmetric. The only difference in this part of the flow is the azimuthal 
profile in the center of the burner. Here it can be seen that close to the slits the profile 
shows a sign change. Further away this sign change has disappeared. Another important 
feature of the azimuthal profile is that this profile is getting smoother when moving away 
from the slits. The asciilation in the azimuthal profile positions at the slits are probably 
due to the inflow. 
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Figure 5.9: Positions of the different cross section 
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Figure 5.10: Axial average velocity profiles for different cross section of the burner 

Another interesting point of the velocity profile is the influence of of the Reynolds 
number. The measurements are performed with two different Reynolds numbers. To 
cernpare the flow profiles the measured veloeities are normalized. The normalization that 
is used is the following Unorm = U /Uo. In which U norm is the normalized velocity and 
U(mjs) is the measured velocity. The value of Uo is the characteristic velocity and is 
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Figure 5.11: Azimuthal average velocity profiles for different cross sections of the burner 

given by Uo = QjA. In which Q(m3 js) is the flow rate and A(m2 ) is a the surface of the 
burner exit. 

In figure 5.12 the normalized axial and azimuthal velocity profile is given for a flow 
rate of 10 and 15 Ijs. 
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Figure 5.12: Normalized average velocity profiles 

This graph shows that the velocity profile is very similar for the two different flow 
rates, which means that for the used Reynolds numbers the influence of the flow rateon 
the normalized velocity profiles is smal!. 

5.5.2 Spectra 

The velocity of the flow can be fluctuating in time, this makes it interesting to calculate 
the spectrum of the time series. Spectra of the time series of the velocity are obtained 
at several positions in the flow. An example of the time series of the velocity is given in 
figure 5.13. This are the results of a measurement done downstreamof the burner in the 
shear layer of the flow. In this figure it is clear that the velocity is fluctuating between 
two values. 

The Burst Software is able to apply a FFT analysis on this data, see paragraph 5.4. 
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Figure 5.13: Time series of the velocity in the flow 

After this calculation, a spectrum of the flow field can he given. lf the flow is fluctuating 
with a certain frequency this will appear as a clear peak in the spectrum. An example of 
a spectrum is given in figure 5.14. 
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Figure 5.14: Calculated spectrum of the flow 

In this graph a very clear peak can he seen at a Strouhal numher of approximately 1.3. 
The spectrum also show a peaks at Strouhal numhers of approximately 2. 7 and 4.0, the first 
and second harmonies of peak at 1.3, the amplitude of this peak is lower. This Strouhal 
numher is related to the natural frequency of the flow, the flow was not forced during these 
measurements . The frequency of this peak depends on the flow rate. The peak value in 
the spectrum depends on the fluctuation of the flow and therefore is different at different 
positions in the flow field. The fluctuation also depends on the growth of instahilities in 
the flow. This means that the peak value is ahle to give information a hout the instahilities 
in the flow field. The spectra are measured at several axial and radial positions, this makes 
possihle to plot the peak value of certain frequency as a function of the radial or axial 
coordinate. To get an overview of the peak values of the spectra in the flow, the peak 
value is plottedas a function of the axial and radial coordinate in figure 5.16. 

For all the different downstream positions this graphs shows the amplitude of the 
St=1.3 peak. The position of the maximum value matches with the positions of the 
houndary layers (see figure 5.5). This means that the instahilities are instahilities in the 
shear layer of the flow. The mechanism for instahility is therefore dissipation of kinetic 
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Figure 5.15: Area of speetral measurements 5.16 
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Figure 5.16: Overview of the peak values of the spectra 
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energy in the shear layer. 
When the peak values are plotted as function of the radial coordinate for one single 

axial coordinate, it can he seen that the shape of this graph is very similar to the profile of 
the RMS axial velocity. A graph of the amplitudes of the spectra at the Strouhal numhers 
1.3 and 2.6, these amplitudes are plotted as function of the radial coordinate in figure 
5.17. 
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Figure 5.17: Amplitudes of the spectra for one downstream position 

All the spectra of measurements discussed ahove are spectra with the same Reynolds 
numher (Re = 1.09 * 105 ). Measurements done withother Reynolds numhers show the 
same Strouhal number. 

I Measurement I Reynolds numher I Strouhal numher I 
1 1.09 * 105 1.35 
2 7.28 * 104 1.33 
3 5.46 * 104 1.33 

Tahle 5.2: Strouhal numher for the different measurements 

The Strouhal numhers given in this tahle are almost all the same. This means that the 
natural frequency of the instability in the flow mainly depends on the flow rate through 
the hurner. If the calculated value is compared withother measurements done at ABB, 
this Strouhal numher matches to helical instahility modes [11]. 

5.6 Discussion and condusion of the LDA-measurements 

The measurement carried out with the LDA technique lead to a couple of conclusions. The 
measured profiles show the development of the shear layers in the flow. Both shear layers 
are moving outwards and the shear layer thickness of both shear layers is increasing. The 
increasing thickness is an effect of the dissipation of kinetic energy. If these measurements 
are compared with the LIF measurements, chapter 4, it can he seen that the shear layer 
contains the vortex shedded from the edge of the burner. The LIF results show an increase 
of the dirneusion of the shedded vortex, which is in agreement with the increase of the 
shear layer thickness. If the RMS profiles are compared with the average velocity profiles 
it can he seen that the peak values of the RMS profiles are approximately at the shame 
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positions as the shear layers. 
The comparisons of the normalized velocity of two different flow rates show good 

agreement both for the axial and azimuthal profiles. Also the Strouhal number shows 
good agreement for the measurements with different flow rates. 

The measurements of the spectra show very clear peak values for the natura! instability 
frequency of the flow field. If the amplitudes of the peak values are considered, it can be 
seen that the highest amplitudes are by approximation located at the position of the 
shear layers of the flow. This is also what would he expected when the results of the LIF 
measurements are considered. 

The measurements, LIF and LDA, for the unforced flow both suggest that the insta
bility in the flow is a helical instability. In the cambustion experiments however, also 
axisymmetric instability are observed [11}. Therefore it might he that the cambustion 
processes play an important role for the axisymmetric instability. Further investigation to 
varify this is necessary. 
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Chapter 6 

Linear stability theory 

6.1 Introduetion 

The linear stability is aften used as a theoretica! tool to study instabilities. Some examples 
of studies based on the linear stability theory are the works of Batchelor & Gill [15) and 
Michalke [7). For some partienlar cases it is possible to obtain an analytica! salution for 
this theory. Batchelor and Gilllooked at one of these cases, the plug flow. For most cases 
however it is not possible to solve the theory analytically and therefore numerical tools 
have to be used. Michalke mostly looked at numerical solutions of the problem. 

The basic idea of this theory is to consider a flow that is a superposition of a steady 
flow, U and a small perturbation u', u = U+ Eu'. This perturbation has the following 
form: 

V= Re [F(r)ei(nz+n6-wt)]. (6.1) 

The governing equations for fluid dynamics are considered for a main profile and a 
perturbation ofthe form 6.1. The equations can be linearized with respect to the amplitude 
of the perturbation. This will give a system of equations that represent an Eigenvalue 
problem. In this Eigenvalue problem, F(r) is the Eigenfunction, and either a or w is the 
Eigenvalue. The problem is usually solved for two different types of instabilities, spatial 
instahilities and temporal instabilities. In case of spatial instahilities a is the complex 
Eigenvalue, and is solved fora given real value of w. A spatial instability is an instability 
that is growing in space, as a result of an excitation at a fixed frequency at a certain 
position in the flow. In case of temporal instability the problem is solved for given real 
a and the complex Eigenvalue, w. This calculation considers instahilities that grow in 
time, as a result of a spatial perturbation created at a certain initia! time. Huerre and 
Mankewitz suggest [8) that spatial instahilities are more appropriate from a physical point 
of view. Also Michalke [7] found that the measurements of Freymouth (30] on shear 
layer perturbation are more in camparisou with the spatial instability. The reasou for 
this is that in most experiments the instahilities observed grow in space. Unfortunately 
temporal instahilities are in general easier to solve than spatial instabilities. Recently some 
researchers also stuclied spatio temporal instability, in which both a and w were complex. 

In this chapter the linear stability theory will be explained. The first paragraph will 
describe the governing equations and basic ideas of the linear stability theory. In the 
second paragraph the linearization will be explained. Further some calculations with the 
linear theory will be descri bed. In paragraph ?? , an analytica! salution will be given. 
In the next paragraph the methad and some results to obtain numerical salution will be 
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given. Both analytica! and numerical results will be compared with results from literature. 
The last paragraph will present a discussion and conclusions of the linear stability theory. 

6.2 Governing Equations 

A flow field must obey the conservation laws for mass, momenturn and energy and must 
be in agreement with boundary conditions. 

6.2.1 Conservation laws 

The first conservation law, is the conservation of mass. This equation is also known as the 
continuity equation. The equation can be formulated as: 

Dj) -., 0 
Dt + pv. U= . (6.2) 

Where f5t = gt + u · \1 is the material derivative. The material derivative consist of a 
local derivative and an advective derivative. In this equation p is the density, t is the time 
and u is the velocity vector. 

In case of uniform and constant density this equation becomes: 

\1· u= 0. (6.3) 

This approximation is valid when fluids as water are considered with a velocity low in 
camparisou to the speed of sound. 

The secoud conservat ion law is the conservation of moment urn. This equation describes 
that the rate of change of momenturn of a partiele (Ieft hand side) is equal to the pressure 
farces and the shear farces acting on the partiele (right hand side). The equation is 
formulated as: 

gt (jju) =-\lp+ 'iJ. r_. (6.4) 

In this equation p is the pressure, and r_ is the stress tensor, which is given by the 
following formula: 

(6.5) 

In this equation ! is the unity tensor and p. is the dynamic viscosity. The last term in 
formula 6.5 varrishes in the case of an incompressible flow (\7· u= 0). In this report most 
of the considered cases have equal density. 

The third and last conservation law is the conservation of energy, this equation is 
needed when temperature and thus density changes are considered. This equation is the 
first law of thermodynamics applied onafluid part iele. The energy equation can be written 
in the following form: 

DT Dp -pC - - - = \1 · (1-b\lT) + ~-
P Dt Dt 

(6.6) 

Where Job represents the thermal conductivity, Cp the specific heat at constant pressure 
and T the temperature. The thermal conductivity is assumed to be independent of the 
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6.2. Governing Equations 

temperature and therefore uniform through the flow. <I> represents the dissipation function 
and is defined by: 

<I>= I.. V'u. (6.7) 

To describe a compressible flow an extra equation is needed. This equation is the 
equation of state. The ideal gas law is an example of an equation of state. The perfect 
gas law gives the relation between the pressure, the density and the temperature of a gas, 
and is formulated as: 

p = RjlÏ'. (6.8) 

In this equation R is the gas specific constant. The fiows with variabie density described 
in this report are considered to be ideal. Fluthermore the heat capacity Op, K. and J.L are 
assumed to be constant. 

6.2.2 Boundary conditions 

To complete the description of the flow, it is necessary to define boundary conditions. The 
boundary condition can be separated into three different regions: centerline conditions, 
wall boundary conditions and far field boundary conditions. 

The flow fields that are considered in this report are axi-symmetric. The coordinate 
system that is used is therefore a cylindrical coordinate system. The center line boundary 
condition for a cylindrical coordinate system are the following. All the physical quantities 
must besmoothand bounded at the centerline (r=O). In formulae this is written as: 

1• au 1" 8p 1" aT 0 
lffir-tO 88 = lffir-tO äiJ = lffir-tO 88 = ' 

and 

1• 8u - 1" 8p - 1" aT - 0 lffir-tO 8r - lffir-tO äT - lffir-tO 8r - . 

(6.9) 

The boundary condition of a solid fixed boundary without slip state that the velocity 
vector along the boundary is zero. This is formulated as: 

ulwall = 0. (6.10) 

For the temperature two different boundary conditions are possible. 

Tl = 'Ï'wall· 
wall 

(6.11) 

Or for an adiabatic wall: 

~~wall = O. 
(6.12) 

The boundary condition for the pressure is formulated as: 

apl 
an wall =x, (6.13) 

where x is the inner product of the momenturn equation. 
The boundary condition for the far field states that the variables need to be equal to 

the ambient values. For the velocity this means most of the time that the velocity is zero. 
The conditions are written as: 

U= 0, P = Pambient, T = 'Ï'ambient· (6.14) 
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6. Linear stability theory 

6.3 Linearization 

As written before, the flow field will be described as a superposition of a steady flow and 
a small time dependent perturbation. For cylindrical flow coordinates this will be given 
by: 

{ 
~ } = { ~~~~ } + € { i~(~] } ei(az+nO-wt). 
w W(r) H(r) 
p II(r) P(r) 

(6.15) 

In which U, V and W represent the velocity components of the steady flow, II is 
the mean pressure, F, G and H are the velocity Eigenfundions and P is the pressure 
Eigenfunction. The radial Eigenfundion is defined as iF(r) because a phase difference 
of !1r with the other Eigenfundions will be found. The mean flow only depends on the 
radial coordinate. This assumption implies that the considered flow is parallel. 

This equation can be filled in into the governing equations. The new equation can 
be linearized by neglecting all non-linear terms, the terms of 0( e2 ) and higher. This 
linearization is only valid when the mean flow is already a solution of the governing 
equations, all the terms together in the equations which only contains the main flow 
will therefore be zero. The system of equations, an Eigenvalue problem, will not depend 
on e anymore. This linearization is only valid for limited cases. The value of e needs 
to be small. The assumption that the flow is parallel is sametimes only valid in a small 
region of the flow, which means that the stability can be calculated only for local velocity 
profiles. The changes of the velocity profile need to be smaller than the magnitude of the 
perturbation. This all means that the linear theory has a restricted validity. 

6.4 Analytica! solution 

Only for a very few flow profiles it is possible to obtain an analytica! solution. One 
example of such a profile is the plug flow. This flow is investigated by Batchelor and Gill 
[15). Recently Loiseleux et al. [13) looked at the stability of the plug flow in combination 
with a Rankine vortex. The flow profiles that allow an analytica} investigation are most 
of the time only a rough approximation of real flow profiles and do not satisfy exactly the 
equations of conservation, therefore negligabie viscosity has to be used. 

In this paragraph an analytica! solution is given for different profiles, where one of the 
flow fields is a rough approximation of the axial flow profile in the burner. The equations 
that are used for these calculations will be given first. Secondly the used flow profile with 
the different parameters will be explained. After this the method of calculation will be 
explained. At the end of the paragraph some of the results of the calculation will he given. 
The calculation procedure and matching conditions used in this paragraph are taken from 
Batchelor and Gill [15). 

6.4.1 Analytica! equations 

The analytica! solutions take into account a couple of assumptions. The first assumption 
is that the main flow, is a parallel flow with only one component in the axial direction. 
The flow is considered to he inviscid and incompressihle. Because the considered flow is 
an axisymmetric flow, the coordinate system that is used is cylindrical. 
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6.4. Analytica] salution 

The flow field is formulated as a main flow with a perturbation added: 

u= U+ u', 
v =V +v', 

w=W+w', 
p=II+p'. 

(6.16) 

The basic flow for this calculation is given by U= (0, 0, W(r)) in a coordinate system 
that is given by ( r, 0, z). The velocity pertubation is given by u' = (u', v', w'). 

The equation that will describe the flow are the continuity equation and the equation 
of motion. The continuity equation for this flow is formulated as: 

18 1öv öw 
--(ru) + --+- = 0. 
r Ör r ae öz 

(6.17) 

The equations of motion for an inviscid flow with constant density are three equations, 
written as: 

öu öu v öu öu v2 1 Öp 
-+u- +--+w---- ---
öt Ör r ae Öz r - p Ör' 

OV OV V OV OV UV 1 Op 
-+u-+ --+w-+-- ---at ör röO öz r - pröO' 

öw öw vöw öw 1Öp 
-+u-+-- +w- = ---. 
öt ör r ae öz p Öz 

The disturbance that is added to the flow is given by the following equation: 

{u,v,w,p} = {iF(r),G(r),H(r),P(r)ei(az+nO-wt)}· 

(6.18) 

(6.19) 

(6.20) 

(6.21) 

The use of iF is suggested by Batchelor and Gill [15] because a !71" phase difference 
with the other Eigenfunctions will be found. 

The inner boundary conditions require smoothness at r = 0, which means independent 
of fJ, for the variables. This implies for n i= 0: 

H(O) = P(O) = 0. (6.22) 

For F(O) and G(O) non zero values are possible only if n = 1. So for n i= 1 this is: 

F(O) = G(O) = 0. (6.23) 

For n = 1 the equations will show 

F(O) = -G(O). (6.24) 

The boundary conditions for the equations for the outer boundary are: 

F, G, H, P ---7 0 as r ---7 oo. (6.25) 

This whole system of equations can be solved analytica! for some velocity profiles. 
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6. Linear stability theory 

6.4.2 Analytica! main flow profile 

The profile that is mostly used for analytica! solutions is the plug flow profile. A jet with a 
step change in the axial velocity and zero radial U and azimuthal V velocity are assumed. 
It is possible to make the profile a little bit more complex, by introducing a second shear 
layer. The profile with two shear layers is used for this analytica! solutions. 

The parameters of this profile can be set to obtain a very rough approximation of the 
analytica! flow profile as seen in chapter 5. The measured flow profile has two shear layers 
and three different velocities. Figure 6.1 shows the velocity profile. 

n 
1 I 

I I 
i ! 

! I 
; i w, •• 
I ~~ -------------

1 
0~----~-----+--------------

w. r 

Figure 6.1: Analytica] velocity profile 

The calculations can be done for different veloeities and different positions of the shear 
layers. This makes it possible to study the influence of changes in the flow profile. Same of 
the calculations are done for an approximation of the measured profile. The best settings 
for the approximation of the measured profile are written in table 6.1 

j Variabie I Value I 
Wo -0.3 
W· J 2.1 
Woo 0 
R1 0.26 
R2 0.445 

Table 6.1: Values for analytica] approximation of the measured profile 

In figure 6.2 the measured profile is given tagether with the best approximation. The 
measured profile that is taken in this picture is a profile close to the exit of the burner, 
z-position 2, see 5. This is also the profile that is used for the numerical calculations in 
section 6.5. 
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6.4. Analytical salution 

Normalised Velocity 

0.8 1 r 

Figure 6.2: Analytica] approximation of the measured profile 

6.4.3 Analysis 

In this paragraph the calculation of the Eigenvalues will be explained. The metbod used 
for the calculation is the same as used by Batchelor and Gill [15]. 

For combining the system of equations as given earlier in this section, the perturbation 
will be written as a velocity potential. This potential is given by: 

</> = ~(r)ei(az+n8-wt). {6.26) 

The velocity potential will be given in the three separated parts of the flow. Which 
will be written as: 

</>o = ~o(r)ei(az+n8-wt) 
</>j = ~j(r)ei(az+n8-wt) 

</>oo = ~oo(r)ei(az+n8-wt) 
for 

r < R1, 
R1 < r < R2, 

r > R2. 

{6.27) 

The radial displacements, 'f/1 and 'f/2, of the shear layers R1 and R2 is given by the 
following formulas: 

r =RI --t 'f/1 = Alei(az+n8-wt)' 

r = R2 --t 'f/2 = A2ei(az+n8-wt). 
(6.28) 

When the velocity potential of the perturbation is substituted in the equations, and 
simplified, the equation of this problem is formulated as: 

11 1 1 ( 2 n
2

) ~- + -~·- a +- ~i= 0. z r z r2 
{6.29) 

The index i refers to the different flow regions, i = 0 for r < R1 , i = j for R1 < r < R2 

and i = oo for r > R2. The general salution of this equation is the sum of the modified 
Bessel functions: 

(6.30) 

Where Ci and Di are constants, and In and Kn are modified Bessel functions of first 
and secoud order. 
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6. Linear stability theory 

Because the salution for the velocity potential should be finite, the results for the 
different part of the flow are given by: 

~o(r) = Colm(ar), 

(6.31) 

Matching conditions for the shear layers are necessary to solve the system of equations. 
The first matching condition is the kinematic condition and states that the partiele 

displacement across the shear layers is constant. For R1 this condition is formulated as: 

a'f/1 + Wo af/1 = ( a<t>o ) , 
at az ar r=RI 

and (6.32) 

af/r + Wi afJ1 = ( a4>i ) . 
at az ar r=R1 

For R2 this condition is formulated as: 

af/2 + wj af/2 = ( a<t>j ) , 
at az ar r=R

2 

and (6.33) 

af/2 + w 00 a"l2 = ( a<t>oo) . 
at az ar r=R2 

The second matching condition is the dynamic condition which states that the pressure 
needs to be continuous across the boundary layers. This condition will be formulated as: 

For R 1: 

( a<Po +Wo a<Po) = (a<Pi + Wi a<Pi) . 
at az r=R1 at az r=R1 

(6.34) 

And for R2: 

( a</>j + Wj a</>j ) = ( a</>00 + W 
00 

a<Poo) . 
at az r=R2 at az r=R2 

(6.35) 

With all these equations it is possible to form a matrix of which the determinant has 
to be zero. This matrix is given by: 

I' n(o:Rl) 
Wo-c 

0 
(Wo- c)In(aRI) 

0 
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_I'n(o:Rl) 
I Wj-C 

I n(oR2) 
Wj-C 

-(Wj- c)In(aRI) 
(Wj- c)In(aR2) 

_K'n(oRI) 
Wj-C 

K'n(oR2) 
Wj-C 

-(Wj- c)Kn(aR1) 
(Wj- c)Kn(aR2) 

0 
K'n(o:R2) 

Woo-C - 0. 
0 

-(Woo- c)Kn(aR2) 
(6.36) 



6.4. Analytical salution 

In which c = w ja. The calculations of this matrix are only clone for temporal instabil
ities. The limit that is of special interest is the higher limit of a. For this case the matrix 
will simplified to the following equation: 

(Wo- c) 2(Wj- c) 2 +(Wo- c)2(Woo- c)2+ 
(Wj- c)2{W00 - c)2 + (Wj- c)4 = 0. 

6.4.4 Results of analytica! calculation 

(6.37) 

The analytica! calculations of the temporal instability are carried out for different velocity 
profiles to investigate the influence of the different parameters. All the variables in this 
paragraph are dimensionless. 

The first variabie that is varied is the background flow of the jet. For this calculations 
the velocity differences are kept constant, Wo = W and Wj = W 00 • Equation 6.37 will 
now have the solution: 

(
W+Woo± W-Woo) w = 

2 
t 

2 
a. (6.38) 

In this equation the real part of w, Wr is related to the phase velocity, c = wrfa. The 
imaginary part of w, Wi is the growth rate of the instability. This equation is in agreement 
with the equation given by Loiseleux et al. [13], with the only difference that here various 
velocity steps can be considered. The equation shows that the growth rate, Wi depends 
only on the velocity difference (W - W 00 ) and a. The salution also shows that the phase 
velocity, c, of the disturbance is the average velocity, (W + Winfty)/2. This formula is also 
the salution of a wake profile. In that case the velocity in the center is smaller than the 
velocity of the surroundings. W < W 00 

The salution of equation 6.37 can also be calculated for a flow profile with two shear 
layers. Because the high a limit is considered the wavelength of the instahilities will he 
small. The instahilities of hoth shear layers will therefore not influence each other. The 
calculation of w for the velocity values Wo = 0, Wj = 1 and W 00 = 0 give the same results 
for both shear layers. 

The general salution for a shear layer instability in a jet for the high a limit can be 
formulated as: 

(- ~w) w= W±z-
2
- a. (6.39) 

where W = (W1 + W2)/2 is the average velocity and ~W = W1 - W2 is the velocity 
difference. For the measured profile the temporal instahilities can now he written as 
w = (0.9 ± 1.2t)a for the inner shear layer and w = (1.05 ± 1.05z)a for the outer shear 
layer. 

6.4.5 Discussion and Condusion 

The analytica! calculations of the instahilities are performed for the temporal case. The 
salution for the high a limit show that the phase velocity of a shear layer disturbance is 
equal to the average velocity of the two flows. This is also what would be expected. The 
growth rate of the instahility depends linear on the velocity difference of the two flows. 
Also this is expected because the instability is transport of vorticity, which means that hy 
higher velocity difference there is more vorticity in the flow. 

The calculations are only carried out for the temporal instahility. The reason for this 
is that the modified Bessel functions only depend on a. Which means that the Bessel 
functions are real for real values of a. 
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6. Linear stability theory 

6.5 Numerical Solving Technique 

For most of the velocity profiles is it not possible to obtain an analytica! solution. For 
this reason it is necessary to use numerical method to solve the equations. The technique 
used in this report is a speetral method, named the Chebyshev Collocation Method. This 
method is used before by Khorrami et al. [9] to solve the linear stability theory. An 
implementation of the theory in Mathematica is written by Klein Kranenbarg [19]. For 
this project this program is used however adjustments had to be made. In this paragraph 
the method will be explained. 

6.5.1 Introduetion to speetral methods 

Speetral methods can be seen as an .:!xtreme development of the method of weighted 
residuals (MWR). The main element of this MWR are trial functions (also called the 
expansion or approximation function) and test functions (also called weight functions). 
The trial functions are used as the basic functions for making an expansion of the solution. 
The test functions are used to ensure that the differential equation is approximated as 
closely as possible. This is achieved by minimizing the residual, i.e. the error in the 
differential equations due to using the truncated expansion instead of the exact solution. 

For the Chebyshev collocation method the weight functions are translated Dirac delta 
functions centered at a so called collocation point. The differential equation will now 
exactly match at the collocation points. 

The reason for choosing the Chebyshev collocation method ( CCM) is the good accuracy 
and convergence properties. Although the computation can be very time consuming. The 
main disadvantage of the CCM method is that the solutions of the Eigenvalues contains 
spurious numerical Eigenvalues which are not a solution of the initia! physical problem. 

6.5.2 Chebyshev Collocation Method ( CCM) 

This paragraph will explain briefly the Chebyshev collocation method. A more complete 
description is given in appendix B. 

Chebyshev polynomials The Chebyshev method uses Chebyshev polynomials as trial 
functions. These polynomials are given by: 

Tk(x) =cos k~ (6.40) 

This means that the polynomials are eosine functions after a change of independent vari
able. The Chebyshev polynomials are defined on the interval [-1, 1]. 

Collocation with Chebyshev polynomials To obtain a solution of a differential equa
tion including boundary conditions with CCM, the solution is approximated by a sum of 
Chebyshev polynomials. 

N 

Q(x) = L akTk(x). (6.41) 
k=O 

The used weight functions are translated Dirac delta functions c5(~- €i)· Where € E 
[-1, 1] is the Chebyshev coordinate. The physical coordinate is related to this coordinate 
via a mapping, this mapping will be explained later. 
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6.5. Numerical Solving Technique 

Collocation points For this method, it is needed to set collocation points, Çi. The 
collocation points most frequently used are the so-called Gauss-Lobatto points. This 
points are given by: 

7rJ 
Çi =cos N (j = 0, 1, ..... ,N). (6.42) 

Where N + 1 is the number of collocation points. The collocation points Ç0 = 1 and 
ÇN = -1 are located at the boundaries. 

The Chebyshev polynomials will now get the following form: 

7rkj 
Tk(Çi) =cos N . {6.43} 

Mapping The Chebyshev polynomials are defined on the interval [-1, 1], this make 
most times necessary to map the computational domain onto the physical domain. There 
are different possibilities for this mapping. The ones used for the calculation during this 
project will be explained here. 

For a finite interval, mostly [0,1], an appropriate transformation is: 

1 
r = cp(Ç) = 2(1 - Ç) (Ç = 1 - 2r). (6.44) 

In this equation r is the physical coordinate. Most of the collocation points are dus
tered near the border of the domain. 

For an semi-finite interval, [0, oo], the following mapping function is used: 

1-Ç 
r = cp(Ç) = a-

b+Ç 
(Ç = a- br ). 

a+r 

where a and bare constants. Fora given value of a, bis unique and given by: 

b=l+~. 
Tmax 

(6.45) 

{6.46) 

The parameter a determines the stretching of the grid, half of the collocation points 
are located between r = 0 and r = a. 

6.5.3 lmplementation of CCM 

In this section the implementation of the Chebyshev collocation method will he explained. 
The equation will be written for the the case of constant density. 

The first step for solving the equations is to make the equations dimensionless. This 
is clone by introducing a charaderistic distance (for example r0 ), a characteristic velocity 
(for example Uo) and a characteristic dynamic head pUg. The density is replaced by unity 
and the dynamic viscosity is replaced by the inverse Reynolds number, which is given by: 

Re= Uoro. 
11 

In non-dimensional form the linearized equations are written as follows: 

Continuity 

1 F nG 
F + - + - + aH = 0. 

r r 

(6.47) 

{6.48) 
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6. Linear stability theory 

r-Momentum 

_iF" +i (U- - 1-) F' + [w + iU'- nV- aW +.i_(~+ a 2)] F Re Rer r Re r~ 

(6.49) 

+~ (~r -V} G + P' = 0. 

0-Momentum 

[iV' +: (~:r + iV)] F- CJ;; +(U- R~r) G' 

+ [iaW- iw +in V+ Q + _!_ (n2+1 + a2)] G +in p = 0. r r Re """T2 r 

(6.50) 

z-Momentum 

iW' F - H" + (U - - 1 ) H' Re Rer 

+ [iaW - iw + i~ V + le ( ~ + a 2
)] H + iaP = 0. 

(6.51) 

In this equation the prime denotes the derivative with respect to the radial coordinate. 
This equations can be evaluated for all the N + 1 collocation points where the physical co
ordinate is replaced by the computational coordinate. For solving the complete Eigenvalue 
problem, boundary conditions are needed. The boundary conditions for this problem are 
the following. 

Centerline conditions The centerline conditions defines smoothness across the center
line, this means that the derivatives with respect to (} are zero. The conditions can be 
written as follows: 

l . àu 
lmr---?0 à(J 

l . 1!1!. 
Imr---?0 ao· 

(6.52) 

This equations will result in the following, n dependent boundary conditions for the 
Eigenfunctions: 

nF+G = 0, 

F+nG 0, 
(6.53) 

nH = 0, 

nP - 0. 

Outer boundary conditions The outer boundary conditions are separated into two 
different cases. One is the case were the outer boundary is a wall. The other case is when 
the outer boundary is the far field. 

The boundary conditions for the velocity at the wall are, assuming there is no slip, 
that the velocity vector is zero along the wall and formulated as: 

F=G=H=O. (6.54) 
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6.5. Numerical Solving Technique 

The boundary equation for the pressure is given by: 

pl =X· (6.55} 

In which x is the inner product of the momenturn equation with the boundary normal 
direction. In cylindrical coordinates this will be given by: 

x = p2 - i (u -_1_) Fl. 
Re Re<p 

(6.56} 

The boundary conditions for the far field are given by: 

F=G=H=P=O. (6.57} 

The total system of equations is an Eigenvalue problem in which F, G, H, and Pare 
the Eigenfunctions and a or w is the Eigenvalue. In the case of spatial instability a is the 
complex Eigenvalue and w is the real frequency. In the temporal case, w is the complex 
Eigenvalue and a is real. This problem can be written in matrix form, where the size of 
the matrix depends on the number of collocation points, if it is the temporal or spatial 
case and if constant or variabie density are taken into account. 

6.5.4 Solution procedure 

To solve the Eigenvalue problem, the problem needs to be written in the following form: 

DQ=>.EQ. (6.58} 

In this equation D and E are matrices, Q is the Eigenvector and ).. is the Eigen
value. The matrices will contain the information about the equations and the boundary 
conditions. For the temporal case the Eigenfunction will be given by: 

Q = [F,G,H,T]T. (6.59} 

For the spatial case the Eigenvalue problem is more complex because the equations 
contains quadratic term of a. To solve this problem new variables are defined, this is clone 
before by Malik and Poll [25]. The new varialbels are defined as: 

{F,G,H} = a{F,G,H}. (6.60) 

The Eigenvector will now be given by: 

Q = [F,G,H,F,G,H,Pf. {6.61} 

The size of the matrix that needs to be solved now is (N + 1)s, in which N is the 
number of collocation points and s the rank of matrix Q. This matrix is calculated and 
solved with the aid of a program written in Mathematica. 

6.5.5 Problems of the Chebyshev collocation metbod 

The Chebyshev collocation method has some disadvantages. The most important disad
vantage is the numerical Eigenvalues that are created during the calculation. The number 
of Eigenvalues calculated with the CCM program depends on the size of the the matrix. 
Which again depends on the number of collocation points and if the spatial or temporal 
instability are considered. The rank of the matrix equals the number of Eigenvalues that 
are calculated, but it is also possible that some of the Eigenvalues will be equal. During 
the calculation different techniques are used for separating the physical and numerical 
Eigenvalues. 
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6.5.6 Results of the numerical calculation 

Calculations of the Eigenvalues are carried out for various cases, different flow profiles, 
spatial or temporal instability and different Reynolds numbers. To varify the methad some 
results from calculations done in literature are repeated. Also calculations are carried out 
with measured profiles ?? . 

Poiseuille Flow 

A flow that is aften mentioned in literature about the linear stability theory is the Poiseuille 
flow. The Poiseuille flow does not have an inflection point and is therefore expected to 
be stable. The calculations for the stability of the Poiseuille flow are done both for the 
spatial and temporal case. The flow profile of the axial velocity for the Poiseuille flow is 
given by the formula W(r) = 1- r 2• 

Temporal instability of the Poiseuille flow is aften mentioned in literature, [9]. In table 
6.2 are results of the CCM program give tagether with results obtained by Khorammi [?]. 

CCM calculations Khorrami 

Reynolds number Re(w) Im(w) Re(w) Im(w) 
200 0.645261 -0.129205 0.64526 -0.129205 
2200 0.397967 -0.0677086 0.39797 -0.067709 
2200 0.896634 -0.0481145 0.89663 -0.048114 

Table 6.2: Temporal instability of the Poiseuille flow, a= 1, n = 1. 

The results in this table calculated with the CCM program are in good agreement with 
the results of Khorrami. For a Reynolds number of 2200 two different modes of instability, 
although both stable, are given. The growth rates, the imaginary part of w, is negative 
which means for temporal instahilities that the flow is stable. This is also what is expected 
according to Rayleighs and Fjortofts theorems. 

The spatial instability of the Poiseuille flow is also investigated by Khorrami [9]. The 
calculations with CCM for this case are done with different number of collocation points, 
this shows the convergence property of the method. Table 6.3 gives the results of the 
calculations and values from Khorrami [9] and Garg and Rouleau [27]. 

n=1 n=O 

N Re( a) Im(a) Re( a) Im(a) 
15 0.535379 0.0173413 0.519721 0.0209348 
20 0.535251 0.0172273 0.519987 0.0208380 
25 0.535251 0.0172276 0.519989 0.0208355 
Garg & Rouleau 0.5352510831 0.0172276439 0.51998925173 0.02083549388 
Khorrami 0.5352108 0.01722763 0.51998925171 0.02083549388 

Table 6.3: Spatial Poiseuille flow, w = 0.5 

Also for this calculations the CCM programs show good agreement with the literature 
results. The growth rates, imaginary part of a are all positive, which means for the spatial 
instability that the flow is stable. 
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6.5. Numerical Solving Tecbnique 

Tangent hyperbalie jet 

The tangent hyperbalie profile has been investigated by Michalke [7], in his Survey on jet 
instability theory results of this investigation are given. 

The profile used for this calculation is given by the following formula: 

where 

R r 
W(r) = 0.5{1 + tanh[b(-:;: - R}]}, 

b = 0.25Rf0. 

(6.62} 

(6.63) 

In this equation W{r} is the normalised axial velocity, Ris the jet radius and 0 is the 
momenturn boundary layer thickness. Which is defined by: 

0 = loco (U /Uo}{l -U /Uo)dr (6.64} 

Same similar profiles are used, Michalke describes some of these in [7]. This profile 
is not an exact salution of the governing equation but only an approximation for large 
Reynolds numbers. A graph of this profile is given in figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.3: Tangent hyperbalie jet profile for R/0 = 100 and R/0 = 20, dasbed 

Calculations with this profile are done both for the spatial and the temporal instability. 
Some results of the spatial instability are given in figure 6.4. The calculations in this 
graph show a good agreement with the calculations done by Michalke. In this graph can 
be seen that the growth rates are negative for a range of w values. This means that for 
spatial instahilities that the flow is unstable. The calculations are done for two different 
Reynolds numbers. These calculations show that a decreasing Reynolds number, which 
means increasing viscosity, stahelizes the flow. This is also what is expected from a physical 
point of view. 

The calculations for temporal instahilities of the tangent hyperbalie profile are per
formed for different shear layer thicknesses. The results of some of these calculations are 
given in figure 6.5. The growth rates in this graph positive, which means that the flow is 
unstable. In this graph can also be seen that increasing shear layer thickness will stabelise 
the flow. 

Swirling jet 

The flow field of the burner that is used for the experiments is a swirling jet. Therefore it 
is interesting to study the influence of swirl on the stability. First the Poiseuille flow with 
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Figure 6.4: Spatial growth rates of the tangent hyperbalie profile for different viscosities 
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6.5. Numerical Solving Technique 

CCM program Khorrami 

a f2=0 n =0.1 n =O f2= 0.1 
0.01 -14.683 -14.6832 -14.683 -14.683 
0.1 -1.47882 -1.48066 -1.4788 -1.4807 
0.5 -0.34849 -0.355444 -0.34849 -0.35545 
1 -0.27345 -0.27408 -0.27345 -0.27408 
3 -0.192349 -0.184329 -0.19235 -0.18433 
5 -0.176499 -0.1714116 -0.17650 -0.17141 
10 -0.189443 -0.187443 -0.1894 -0.1874 

Tahle 6.4: Ci for different values of a, n = 0, Re= 100 

swirl is investigated. The velocity profile in cylindrical coordinates {r, fJ, z) is given hy the 
formulas: 

U=O 
V=Qr 
W = 1-r2 

{6.65) 

Where n is the angular velocity of the pipe wall. The calculations for temporal instahilities 
are given in tahle 6.4. Also these calculation show good agreement with the literature 
val u es. 

To study the influence of swirl on an unstahle flow calculations of temporal instahilities 
of a axisymmetric rotating jet are investigated, this also done hy Khorammi in [10]. The 
flow profiles used for these calculation are given hy the formulae: 

U(r) = 0 

V(r) = o-r (1 + r 2) 2 (6.66) 

W(r) = 1/(1 + r2)2 

with 

q = 0.32475a (6.67) 

where q is defined as the swirl ratio. The profiles of axial and azimuthal veloeities are 
plotted in figure 6.6 for q = 1. The calculations of this profile are performed for different 
azimuthal wave numhers, n = 1 and n = -1. Results of these calculations are plotted in 
figure 6. 7. The results of these calculations show good agreement with the results from 
Khorammi [10] In the first figure can heseen that swirl stahelises the flow for an azimuthal 
wave number n = 1. For this wave number the instability is moving in the same direction 
of the flow. For the calculation with n = -1, swirl has a destabelising effect on the flow. 
The instability is now moving in the opposite direction of the flow. 

Measured flow profiles 

The CCM program can run calculations for various flow profiles. This makes it possihle 
to investigate the linear stahility theory of the measured flow profile. To do so, first the 
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Figure 6.6: Flow profiles of an axi-symmetric rotating jet, swirl constant q = 1 {10] 
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6.5. Numerical Solving Technique 

measured velocity data need to be fitted into a function. This is done by adjusting the 
parameters of a double tangent hyperbalie profile to the best fit. For setting the parameters 
the shear layers are the most important. The velocity function with parameters that 
describe the flow are: 

U(r) = 0 
V(r) =(a+ brc)(1 + tanh(d(e- r))) (6.68) 

W(r) =((ar+ brc- d)(l + tanh(e(f- r)))) + g 

Figure 6.8 shows these fit functions tagether with the measured data. In this graph the 
measured data is normalised with the average velocity through the burner and the diameter 
of the burner. 
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Figure 6.8: Fit functions for the measured profiles 

There are no literature values of the expected Eigenvalues available for this kind of 
profiles. Therefore this calculation can cause trouble for separating the physical Eigen
values from the spurious numerical Eigenvalues. Different methods are used to split the 
physical and the numerical Eigenvalues. Some of the methods are: 

• Studying the Eigenfunctions. 

• Camparing results obtained with calculations performed with different number of 
collocation points. 

• Using the Eigenvalues and functions in new calculations with an equal spaeed grid. 
For this procedure a new routine is written where the solutions are used to verify if 
the given salution is still salution of the physical problem. 

The last of this methods had proved to give the best results. 
The calculations for this profiles are carried out for temporal and spatial instabilities. 

The temporal calculations had less trouble with finding the physical Eigenvalues. Attempts 
to obtain results for the spatial calculation failed. A graph with calculation of the temporal 
instability is given in figure 6.9 and 6.10. 

In these graphs the least stable Eigenvalues are plotted as function of a for different 
azimuthal wave numbers. These graphs show different modes of instability, this different 
modes are probably due to the different shear layers in the flow. For the range 2 <a < 8 
the mode with n = -1 is the most unstable one. For the range 8 < a < 15 however 
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6.6. Condusion 

the mode with n = 1 is the most unstable one. Both of these modes are helical modes. 
Therefore these calculations show that the most unstable mode of the measured flow profile 
is a helical mode. 

6.5. 7 Discussion and condusion 

The calculation done with the CCM program show good agreement with the literature 
values. Therefore the method gives satisfactory results for reproducing Eigenvalues. It is 
possible to obtain satisfactory results because the calculated Eigenvalue are known. When 
the Eigenvalue is not known, the CCM program gives troubles because of all the numerical 
Eigenvalues. For the measured profile results are obtained only for the temporal calcula
tion, which show most unstable helical modes. The problem mainly appear for calculations 
of spatial instahilities where attempts to obtain results failed. The methods that are tried 
to solve this problem do not give satisfactory results. It might well be that the method of 
solving the Eigenvalue problem is beyond the limits of Mathematica, (attempts to solve 
the matrix of the analytica! solutions resulted in wrong answers). Further investigation 
of the calculation method is needed to solve the Eigenvalues of measured profiles. One of 
the possibilities is to focus on solving the temporal case and translate this into the spatial 
one. This was done before by Gaster [12] for two dimensional flows. Another possibility is 
to use another method to solve the Eigenvalue problem, for example a shooting method. 
The disadvantage of this method is however that a good initia! guess of the salution is 
needed, which is not always known. 

6.6 Condusion 

In this chapter calculation of the linear stability theory were given. All the calculations 
done to campare the results with literature show good agreement. This will mean that 
for both the analytica! and the numerical calculation, the used technique are able to 
give satisfactory results. For the numerical calculations this satisfactory results are only 
obtained when an approximation of the expected result is known. 

The analytica! calculation results in an simple formula for calculating the Eigenvalues 
of temporal instability. This result is valid for the high a limit. The equation gives a 
prediction of the influence of different parameters of the flow field. The salution is in 
agreement with literature values. 

For the measured profile the analytica! calculation give an idea about the expected 
Eigenvalue. For the numerical calculations of the measured profile only the temporal 
instability gives some results. This analytica! results can be used to predict the results of 
the numerical calculation. These results however will only agree in a small a range because 
the analytica! salution is unstable for the whole a range and the numerical calculation is 
only unstable in a part of the a range. For the spatial calculation it is difficult to distinguish 
between numerical and physical results. 

The comparison of this theory with measurement results is very limited. Reasans here 
for are that the measured flow field is fluctuating in time and is not a parallel flow. The 
changes of the flow field are not small on the typical wavelength of an instability as can 
seen in the visualisations in chapter 4. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and future work 

This project was done to investigate the instability of a swirling jet, the flow field of one 
of the ABB burners. 

The flow visualisation that have been carried out show vortex shedding at the edge 
of the burner. The mode of this instability is a helical mode, which agrees with other 
measurements. The frequency of the vortex shedding is measured with LDA. And also 
this frequency agrees with the condusion that the measured instability is a helical mode. 
Both measurement techniques show that the helical mode is the most unstable one. 

The flow field measurement show two shear layers for the axial velocity. The LIF mea
surements shows that in the shear layers, vortices are created. The shear layer thickness 
is increasing in downstream position and also the size of the shedded vortices is increasing 
in downstream position. 

The used measurements are able to give an overview of the instahilities in the flow. 
Where the results of the LIF measurements are qualitative and the LDA measurements 
result in quantitative information. The combination of both techniques is satisfying in the 
research of flow instability. 

The calculations that have been carried out with the linear stability theory has given 
results for the temporal and spatial instability. For the analytica! calculation it was 
possible to derive a simple solution for the temporal instability, which is in agreement 
with literature. This equation is able to predict the influence of the different parameters 
of the flow field. The numerical calculations show good agreement with literature. They 
show that the Poiseuille flow is stable, which is expected. For a jet the solutions show 
that swirl can have a stabilising effect on some of the cases. The varification of the theory 
was able to give good results because the expected Eigenvalues were known. For the 
measured profiles the problem of numerical Eigenvalues was a problem. Different methods 
to separate the numerical and the physical Eigenvalues are used. The technique to check 
the solution in a new equal spaeed grid gave the best results altought it is still not a 
satisfactory method to separate the numerical and physical Eigenvalues. The calculations 
of the measured profile result in solutions for the temporal instability. The result of these 
calculation show a most unstable helical mode. Attempts to get solutions for spatial 
instahilities failed. 

The results discussed in this report show that a combination of the LIF and LDA tech
nique give satisfactory results of measurements of flow instahili ties. In future research it is 
important to use a camera with a high resolution if visualisations of coherent structures is 
requested. For the LDA technique it would be interesting to get more insight in the calcu
lation of the spectra. The Dantee software is not very clear. For both techniques it would 
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be interesting if also the axisymmetric instability can be measured because axisymmetric 
instahilities are seen as the cause of acoustic excitation. According to [11] this instability 
has a Strouhal number of 0.6. To visualise this instability, forcing of the flow can be used. 
An important aspect of this investigation can be that the infiuence of the density changes 
on the axisymmetric mode. Therefore also different measurement setup have to he used. 

According to the linear stability theory further investigation of the analytica! salution 
can be clone of the analytica! solution. The possibility totransfarm temporal data to spa
tial data is here especially interesting. For the numerical calculations further investigation 
of the solving technique is required. The interesting aspects of the solving technique are 
the creation of the numerical Eigenvalues, the solving capabilities of Mathematica and any 
other methods to solve the equation. 
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Appendix A 

Technology Assessment 

With the growing awareness and concern about the environment, greater effort is being 
clone to reduce the amount of pollutants in emission gases. This means that it is important 
to control cambustion processes in order to reduce theemission of NOx. 

For ABB this research is important to decrease the emission of pollutants. Therefore 
the control of the cambustion processes is very important. As part the investigation of the 
cambustion processed, the stability of the flow field is investigated. The stability of the 
cambustion process has a major influence on this process. This means that with knowledge 
about the stability emission of pollutants can he controlled. 

This project was part of a bigger project where the stability of the flow field of burners 
is investigated. The results will lead to more inside in the burner flow and the stability 
of this flow. Therefore it can lead to better controlled burner flow with less emission of 
pollutants. 
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Appendix B 

Chebyshev Collocation Method 

This appendix will give a more complete explanation of the Chebyshev Collocation Method 
and the implementation of it. For this description the references [?) and ?? are used. 

Chebyshev polynomials The trial functions for the CCM method, ?? , are the Cheby
shev polynomials. The Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind, Tk(x) for k = 0, 1, ... ,are 
the Eigenfunction of a singular Sturm-Liouville problem given by: 

[J1-x2T'k(x)]' + k
2 

Tk(x) = 0 
V1-x2 

(B.1) 

This means that if Tk is normalized such that Tk(1) = 1, the Chebyshev polynomials 
will be given by the following formula: 

(B.2) 

Which means that the polynomials are eosine functions after a change of independent 
variable. The Chebyshev polynomials are defined on the interval [-1, 1). The trigonomet
rie relation cos(k + 1)Ç + cos(k- 1)Ç = 2 cos Ç cos kÇ gives the recurrence relation 

(B.3) 

with To(x) = 1 and T1 (x) = x. Some properties of the Chebzshev polynomials are 
formulated as. 

with 

ITk(x)l ~ 1 (x E [-1, 1]) 

Tk(±1) = {±1)k 

IT'k(x)l ~ k2 (x E [-1, 1]) 

T' k(±1) = (±1)kk2 

2 ij k = 0 
1 ij kEN* 

(B.4) 

(B.5) 
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w here N* = N \ { 1} The Kronecker delta is defined as 

l { 1 if k = l 6k = 2 if k i= l (B.6) 

This last means that Chebyshev functions are othogonal with respect to the Chebyshev 
weitght function 

1 
w(x) = J 2 1-x 

(B.7) 

Collocation with Chebyshev polynomials To obtain a salution of a differential equa
tion including boundary conditions with CCM, the salution is approximated by a sum of 
Chebyshev polynomials. · 

(B.8) 

The used weight function are translated Dirac delta functions 6 ( Ç - Çj). Where Ç E [ -1, 1 J 
is the Chebyshev coordinate. The physical coordinate is related to this coordinate via a 
mapping. 

Collocation points For this method, it is neerled to set collocation points, Çi. The 
collocation points most frequently used are the so-called Gauss-Lobatto points. This 
points are given by: 

7rJ 
Çi = cos N (j = 0, 1, ..... , N) (B.9) 

Where N + 1 is the number of collocation points. The collocation points Ço = 1 and 
ÇN = -1 are located at the boundaries. 

The Chebyshev polynomials will now get the following farm: 

(B.10) 

Differentation For solving the Eigenvalue problem with the Chebyshev polynomials the 
derivatives of the approximated salution has to be defined. The approximated salution is 
given by 

N 

Q = (Ç) L akTk(Ç) (B.ll) 
k=O 

The first and the secoud derivatives of Q can be written as: 

(B.12) 

(B.13) 
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For j = 0, 1, ... , N, where Qk denotes Q(Çk)· The elements of the derivative matrices are 
given as[?] 

(B.14) 

(B.15) 

2N2 + 1 
Aoo =- = -ANN 

6 
(B.16) 

with 

Co= CN = 2, Cj = 1, (1 ~ j ~ N- 1) (B.17) 

and 

N 

Bjk = L AjmAmk (B.18) 
m=O 

The derivatives can be expressed as non-local sums of function values with the Ajk 's and 
Bjk's as weighting factors. 

Mapping The Chebyshev polynomials are defined on the interval [-1, 1], this make 
most times necessary to map the computational domain onto the physical domain. There 
are different possibilities for this mapping. The ones used for the calculation during this 
project will be explained here. 

Fora finite interval, mostly [0,1], an appropriate transformation is: 

1 
r = <p(Ç) = 2(1 - Ç) (Ç = 1 - 2r) (B.19) 

In this equation r is the physical coordinate. Most of the collocation points are dus
tered near the border of the domain. 

For an semi-finite interval, [0, oo], the following mapping function is used: 

1-Ç 
r = <p{Ç) =a

b+Ç 
a-br 

(Ç = a+ r) 

where a and bare constants. Fora given value of a, bis unique and given by: 

2a 
b=1+-

Tmax 

(B.20) 

(B.21) 

The parameter a determines the stretching of the grid, half of the collocation points 
are located between r = 0 and r = a. Figure ?? gives the distribution of the collocation 
points. 
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Derivatives with respect to the physical coordinate Derivatives with respect to 
the physical coordinate r (but written as a function of Ç) are related to the derivatives 
with respect ot the computational coordinate Ç. The first and second derivatives of Q 
with respect to r evaluated at collocation point Çi are written as Q?) and Q}2

) 

Q(1) = dQI 
J dr . ' 

J 

Q(2) = dQ21 
J dr2 . 

J 

(B.22) 

The following equations will relate the derivatives of the physical and the computational 
coordinate 

(B.23) 

{2) - dQ I d2Q I 
Q i - s21 dÇ i + s2 dÇ2 i , (B.24) 

where s1, s2 and s21 are sealing factors from the coordinate transformation and formulated 
as 

s1 = cp'(r), s2 = sr, S21 = cp"(r), 

in which <p(r) represents the mapping. 

lmplementation of the CCM method 

(B.25) 

In this section the implementation of the Chebyshev collocation method will be explained. 
The equation will be written for the the case of constant density. 

The first step for solving the equations is to make the equations dimensionless. This 
is dorre by introducing a characteristic distance (for example ro), a characteristic velocity 
(for example Uo) and a characteristic dynamic head pUJ. The density is replaced by unity 
and the dynamic viscosity is replaced by the inverse Reynolds number, which is given by: 

Re = Uoro (B.26) 
V 

In non-dimensional form the linearized equations are written as follows: 

Continuity 

r-Momentum 

, F nG 
F +-+-+aH=O 

r r 

_iF" +i (U- - 1-) F' + [w +iU'- nv- aW +_i_ (n2+1 + a 2)] F Re Rer r Re ---;=-r-

+~ (.i!L- V) G + P' = 0 r Rer 

0-Momentum 

[iV' + l (~ + iV)] F- G" +(U- - 1 ) G' r Rer Re Rer 

+ [ïaW- iw +in V+ !l. + ...L (~ + a 2)] G +in P = 0 r r Re r r 
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(B.27) 

(B.28) 

(B.29) 



z-Momentum 

iW' F - H" + (U - - 1 ) H' Re Rer 

+ [iaW- iw + in V + ...L (n2 + a 2)] H + iaP = 0 r Re ~ 

(B.30) 

In this equation the prime denotes the derivative with respect to the radial coordinate. 
This equations can be evaluated the collocation points Çj for j = 1, ... , N- 1. 

continuity 

(1} 1 n 
F. + -P. + -G·+aH· =0 

J <pj J <pj J J 
{B.31) 

r-Momentum 

p(
2

) ( 1 ) (1} ife + 'Pi Re - ReUj Fj 

( W 1 u(1) mV n2+1) F + zw - za · - :::::215":7 - . - :::.::..:.1.. - ::20: · 
J a Re J 'Pi cpiRe J 

-2 (~ + *) G· +zP· 'Pi cpiRe J J 

(B.32) 

9-Momentum 

( ) 

(2) 

_ zV.(l) + ~ + zn p. +~+(-~-_U·) 0 c_1} 
J 'Pi cp2Re J Re 'PiRe J J 

J 

( 1 mV U· n2+1) G + zw- zaW·- :::::215":7- :::.::..:.1..- 2 - ::20: · 
J a Re 'Pi 'Pi cpiRe 1 

(B.33) 

_m p. = 0 
'Pi J 

z-Momentum 

(B.34) 

In this equation 'Pi = cp( Çj) represents r evaulated at collocation point Çj. Superscripts 
(1), (2) denote the first and second derivatives. 

For solving the complete Eigenvalue problem, boundary conditions are needed. The 
boundary conditions for this problem are the following. 

Centerline conditions The centerline condition defines smoothness across the center
line, this means that the derivatives with respect to 9 are zero. The conditions for the 
velocity can be written as follows: 

ll·m au• - li"m au•er+8v*ee+8w*ez 
r-tO 88 - r-tO 88 

(B.35) 
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where uC* represents the pertubation velocity field. This equation can be simplified with 

which will give the following 

aez = 0 
ao (B.36) 

(B.37) 

In order for equality to hold each component of this vector must be zero. For the pressure 
a simmilar condition can be derived, which willleed to the following 

I. Bp* 1" p 0 
liD ao = liD zn = 

r--?0 r--?0 
(B.38) 

All this equation tagether will give the following centerline boundary conditions 

nF+G = 0 

F+nG = 0 
(B.39) 

nH=O 

nP=O 

These equations depends on the azimuthal wavenumber n. The different cases that can 
be distinguished now aren= 0, n = ±1 and lnl > 1. For n = 0 the boundary conditions 
for at collocation point ~o = 1 are given by 

Fo =Go= 0 
(B.40) 

HoandPomust be finite 

The subscript indicate that the conditions are written for collocation point ~o- The con
dition for Ho and Po mosttime lead to the condition that the derivatives need to be zero. 

H (l) - p,(l) - 0 
0 - 0 - (B.41) 

For n = ±1 the condition read 

Fo ±Go= 0 
(B.42) 

Ho= Po= 0 

And for lnl > 1 the following condition will apply 

Fo = Go = Ho = Po = 0 (B.43) 

For n = ±1 the conditions become linearly dependent. Another relation is deduced by 
enforcing the continuity relation on the centerline. Since Ho = 0 this will give 

(B.44) 
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Outer boundary conditions The outer boundary conditions are separated into two 
different cases. One is the case were the outer boundary is a wall. The other case is when 
the outer boundary is the far field. 

The boundary conditions for the velocity at the wall are, assuming there is no slip, 
that the velocity vector is zero along the wall and formulated as: 

uiwall = 0 

Which willlead to 

The boundary equation for the pressure is given by: 

Which will be given by 

8p 
aniwallX 

P l -N-X 

(B.45) 

(B.46) 

(B.47) 

(B.48) 

In which x is the inner product of the momenturn equation with the boundary normal 
direction. In cylindrical coordinates this will be given by: 

Fji) ( 1 ) (1) x=---z UN--- FN 
Re Re~N 

The boundary conditions for the far field are given by: 

U = 0, P = Pambient 

which will give 

In these equations the index N defines the value at collocation point t:.N. 

Solving scheme 

(B.49) 

(B.50) 

(B.51) 

The equations withits boundary conditions will now form a system of 4(N- 1) + 8 = 
4(N + 1) equations with 4(N+1) unknowns. This system can be solved for an Eigenvalue 
a or w whether the temporalor spatial case is considered. 

Campanion matrix method A difficulty for solving the spatial instability is that 
the Eigenvalue appears quadratticaly in the equations. Therefore the campanion matrix 
method is used to solve the spatial instability, this is clone befare by Bridges and Morris 
[?]. The campanion matrix method makes use of new defined variables: 

(B.52) 

With this new variables the quadratic term of a are removed from the equations. This 
introduces 3(N + 1) extra unknowns. The boundary conditions are identical to the corre
spoding conditions for F, G and H. 
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Generalized Eigenvalue problem To solve the Eigenvalue problem, the problem will 
be written as a generalized Eigenvalue problem, given by the following formula;. 

DQ = >.EQ (B.53) 

For statial instahilities this will means that;. 

>. = a and Q = [F G H F G G P]T (B.54) 

and for temporal instabilities: 

>. = w and Q = [F G H Pf {B.55) 

For the spatial calculation the system contains 7 unknown functions, for the temporal case 
4 unknown functions. The dimensions of thematrices D and Eis therefore s(N + 1) in 
which s = 4 for the temporal case and s = 7 for the spatial case. 

Reducing the ranksofDan E Thematrices D and E contains 2s rows, assume the 
last 2s rows, which hold the boundary conditions. This can be represented as: 

(B.56) 

where 0 is the zero matrix. These zero matrices appear because the boundary conditions 
do not contain the Eigenvalue. This matrix can now be written as two matrix equations: 

(B.57) 

(B.58) 

Since the boundary conditions are independent of each other, the matrix is not singular. 
Therefore Q2 can be eliminated from the matrix equation by substituting 

(B.59) 

which reduces the Eigenvalue problem to 

(B.60) 

w he re ÏJ and E are 

(B.61) 

(B.62) 

The square matrices ÏJ and E have dimensions s(N -1) insteadof s(N + 1), therefore the 
ranksof thematrices are reduced by 2s. 
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Artificial compressibility factor To solve the generalised Eigenvalue prohlem the 
prohlem has to he reduced toa standard Eigenvalue prohlem of the form: 

(B.63) 

This can he done in two ways. 

• Take the inverse of Ë, and pre-multiply the result with the leftand right hand sides 
of ?? . This means that A = Ë-1 ÏJ, and ). = À 

• Take the inverse of ÏJ, and pre-multiply (1/ ..\)ÏJ/1 with the left and right hand sides 
of??. This means that A= f>- 1Ë, and). = 1/..\ 

Both method will result in the same Eigenvalues. 
Unfortunately, the eigenvalue coefficient matrix E (and thus Ê) is singular, since the 

continuity equation does not contain the eigenvalue (a or w) such that E has a row with 
only zeros. 

The matrix ÏJ, however, is non-singular except for a few cases. This singularity oc
curs, if all the elements of D corresponding to Chehyshev coefficient ao appearing in the 
Chehyshev series approximating the pressure disturhance 

are zero in every collocation point f.i (j = 0, 1, ... , N). This is the case, if three conditions 
are met. 

1. n = 0: P disappears from the 0-momentum equation. 

2. The spatial case is considered: the z-momentum terms corresponding to P will 
appearinE. 

3. Both houndary conditions for the pressure are expressed in terms of derivatives 
of P (instead of in terms of P): a0T0 disappears, when the Chehyhev series is 
differentiated. 

Consequently, it is possihly to solve the eigenvalue prohlem via strategy II, if conditions 
1-3 do not apply for a certain case. In the cases that circumstance 1-3 do apply, it is 
necessary to find a way to remove the singularity from either D or E. One way to do 
this is to introduce (aÏij in the continuity equation, such that E hecomes non-singular. 
This extra term may he considered as an artificial compressihility factor (see Malik and 
Poll [25]). In principle, the parameter ( is assigned a small value. Experience has taught 
that the effect on the desired physical eigenvalues is negligihle, although this term generates 
some very large eigenvalues. 
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